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Inclusion Melbourne is Victoria’s oldest community
support provider for people with a disability. Based in
Armadale and founded in the 1940s, we encourage
and enable people with an intellectual disability to
achieve and maintain a valued quality of life. We
support people to create highly personalised and
ﬂexible lifestyles based on their needs and desires, and
to participate in activities and develop relationships
with people in their local community.
Inclusion Melbourne is also a registered training
organisation. Since the late 1990s we have been
providing highly personalised literacy and numeracy
classes to people, utilising the Partner Assisted
Learning System that we jointly developed with
Deakin University. We continue to utilise this approach
today, and are expanding our education and training
to meet the growing needs of the community in
supporting inclusion and inclusive practices.
Inclusion Melbourne is strongly guided by the
fundamental belief in the worth and value of every
person, and that it is everyone’s right to live in,
contribute to and be recognised by their community
as an equal. We are the only disability service
provider in Victoria to have transitioned into a fully
personalised, ﬂexible person-centred service that
supports people with an intellectual disability to live
the way they want.
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Inclusion Melbourne acknowledges the
traditional owners of the land and pays
respect to the Aboriginal Elders, past and
present. Our head office is located on the
land of the Bunurong people of the Kulin
nation and we welcome all Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people to our service.
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Cover image: Minister Martin Foley
and Thomas Banks, advocate, author &
performer, at the Gawith Lecture.
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We invite you
to join us in
building a
more inclusive
community
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our vision

president’s report

Our vision at Inclusion Melbourne is for people with intellectual disability to live in an inclusive
community, where everyone has the same opportunities to participate in community life and to take
their place in society as respected citizens.

This past year has been a signiﬁcant one for
Inclusion Melbourne and the disability services
sector. With the introduction of the NDIS,
a-once-in-a-generation reform, I reﬂect on
our Vision which is for people with intellectual
disability to live in an inclusive community,
where everyone has the same opportunities to
participate in community life and to take their
place in society as respected citizens, and our
Mission which is to provide people with every
opportunity to do the things they want to do,
with the people that matter to them, in accepting
and inclusive communities, and feel conﬁdent
that our preparation for the NDIS means that our
Vision and Mission will continue to be realised.

our mission
To provide people with every opportunity to do the things they want to do, with the people that matter
to them, in accepting and inclusive communities.

our values
individuality. a single person regarded
as a unique personality, distinguished
from others by special qualities
We will embrace individuality by:
Ŕ "DLOPXMFEHJOHVOJRVFOFTTBOEBDDFQUJOH
differences in a non-judgemental manner
Ŕ 6TJOHBQFSTPODFOUSFEBQQSPBDIUPNFFU
the unique needs of each person
Ŕ 4VQQPSUJOHQFPQMFUPNBLFDIPJDFTUIBU
build the lives they want
Ŕ 8PSLJOHXJUIQFPQMFJOVOJRVFBOE
personalised ways
Ŕ 3FTQFDUJOHJOEJWJEVBMBOEGBNJMZDVTUPNT 
practices, beliefs, traditions and heritage

potential. the inherent ability or
capacity for growth
We will see the potential of all persons by:
Ŕ #FMJFWJOHUIBUFWFSZPOFIBTUIFQPUFOUJBMUP
keep achieving more
Ŕ &OTVSJOHUIBUFWFSZPOFIBTFRVBM
opportunities for development
Ŕ 6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIBUPWFSDPNJOHPCTUBDMFTJT
a necessary part of the journey to success

integrity. to consistently act
on sound moral principles
We will act with integrity by:
Ŕ #FJOHSFTQFDUGVM
Ŕ %PJOHXIBUXFTBZXFōMMEPBOECFJOHPQFO
about how we do it
Ŕ #FJOHIPOFTUBCPVUXIBUXFDBOBOE
cannot achieve
Ŕ "DUJOHJOBNBOOFSUIBUJTEFTFSWJOHPGZPVS
trust
Ŕ )BWJOHTLJMMFE DPNQFUFOUBOEQSPGFTTJPOBM
employees

relationships. a significant
connection existing between
people and communities
We will foster relationships by:
Ŕ #FJOHIPOFTUXJUIFBDIPUIFS
Ŕ 4VQQPSUJOHBOEFODPVSBHJOHFBDIPUIFS
Ŕ $POOFDUJOHQFPQMFXJUIUIFJSDPNNVOJUZ
and nurturing new relationships
Ŕ 8PSLJOHUPHFUIFSUPTPMWFQSPCMFNT
Ŕ -JTUFOJOHUPFBDIPUIFSUP
achieve mutual understanding
Ŕ 4USPOHMZCFMJFWJOHUIBU
together people create
better lives

Guiding the organisation through this critical
time has been a prime consideration for the
Board who has worked closely with the Executive
Team to undertake an Organisational Assessment
BOE3FWJFXXIJDIXJMMJOUVSOMFBEUPUIF
development of a revised Inclusion Melbourne
Strategic Plan. Our new plan will provide the
organisation with a clear direction and dedicated
blueprint for the future that will allow us to
respond to the opportunities and challenges that
will come our way.
As President, I am committed to ensuring
Inclusion Melbourne remains sustainable in
what is now a competitive marketplace. We will
need to continue to be highly responsive and
adaptable to the changing sector we provide
support and services in and importantly continue
to offer our current and future clients a high
quality and trusted partner that can respond to
and provide support for their needs. We are now
serving more than 100 clients and their families.
Inclusion Melbourne’s 2015-16 ﬁnancial results
demonstrate the strong foundations of the
organisation which support us continuing to be
sustainable and effective.
We continue to build our business through
adopting a proactive and innovative approach
recognising that it is not only the person we

serve but their families and the volunteers who
provide the much needed, tireless and dedicated
support. Inclusion Melbourne has launched an
innovative concept of the Inclusion Designlab.
Inclusion Designlab is a ‘one-stop shop’ that
provides information and undertakes research to
assist not only our clients and their families, but
others in the sector and is also being recognised
both here in Victoria but also in other States.

we are now serving
more than 100 clients
and their families.
I cannot let a report go by without
acknowledging the amazing efforts of our some
200+ volunteers. I and the Board offer our
heartfelt thanks to all of you and you continue to
be the lifeblood of our organisation.
I would like to thank my Directors and the staff
and Executive Team who provide continued
passion and commitment and look forward to
what we will achieve together in the year ahead.

Chris Allan
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highlights

gawith lecture
In August, Inclusion Melbourne,
together with the Gawith
Foundation hosted its annual
Gawith lecture, this time featuring
the Minister for Disability Services,
UIF)PO.BSUJO'PMFZ EJTDVTTJOH
the introduction of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme

voting rights
- VEC & university of
melbourne law school
A project that Inclusion Melbourne
has been working on for a number
of years has been to raise awareness
of the rights of people with
intellectual disability to register
and vote in elections. This past
year we worked alongside the
7JDUPSJBO&MFDUPSBM$PNNJTTJPOBOE
the Melbourne Law School at the
University of Melbourne to conduct
workshops for young people to
explain the process of voting

we all have dreams

art exhibition

Inclusion Melbourne celebrated
National Youth Week by launching
a photographic exhibition
accompanied by written and
artistic pieces prepared by some
of the students of our Discovery
pathways program, supporting
young people to transition
from school into community
based activity while completing
nationally accredited training.
The images were exhibited at
#SJNCBOL$JUZ$PVODJM

With the support of the Besen
Family Foundation and Stonnington
$JUZ$PVODJMXFXFSFQMFBTFEUP
be able to host an exhibition of
artworks created during the year
by a number of artists we support
who engage in their love of the
arts with volunteer art mentors in
community art studios.
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our volunteers
Inclusion Melbourne gratefully
acknowledges its wonderful
volunteers who have been
so generous with their time
and giving of their skills to the
people we support:
$IFSSZ"EJUIFQTBUJU
Ishita Agarwal
Ashish Agrawal
Vicki Alipasinopoulos
Noelle Alphonso
Jenny Allen
Dellonira (Deya) Amariles
Beatriz Andres-Marino
Barbara Annal
Paola Araiza Alba
Bridget Armstrong
Grace Astill-Torchia
Daniel Baker
Travis Banko
Emma Bardon
Emma Barlow
Lindsay Bayne
Zoe Bearlin
Dini Belgraver
Adrian Bennett
Merril Bennett
Smita Bhatnagar
Freya Black
Tetyana Bobokalo
3VCZ#PWJMM
Amber Bowman
Elizabeth Briggs
Ashleigh Brimble
Tina Bui
)FMFOB#VSNJTUSPX

,BUIFSJOF$BJM

Yasangie Edirisinghe

+BDL)PEHF

Suzanne Lau Gooey

Erol Montejo

-JOEB$BJO

Latifa Elmrini

+BMJTB)PEHTPO

Amy Lee

Brent Moreau-Tucker

Suzanne Esposito

.BL)PFOH

Lisa Lewis

Anna Mostovaia

+BOJOF$BQVMJ

Sandra Eterovic

&NNB)PMEFS

Matt Lewis

$MBSB.VIBNNBE

.BSHBSFU$BSSPMM

Anne Evans

%FCPSBI)PMNFT

)VJMJOH-JN

$POPS.VMDBIZ

,ZMJF$BTUBO

Peta Faehse

3JUB)VBOH

Ting-Yu Lin

Dot Nathan

Mary Farbrother

-JOEB)VHIFT

)FBUIFS-JUUMF

Julia Nemec

3PNJMB$IBUUFSKFF

3PTJUB'FSOBOEFT

Kelly Ingram

Lillian Liu

Mai Nguyen

$MBSB$IFO

Nithya Fernandopulle

Brian Jackson

Shehan Liyanage

Tam Nguyen

Sharon Flitman

Mary Jackson

Monica Lo Presti

Thao Nguyen

$JOEZ$IV

Kerin Fogarty

Sumitha Jayaram

Melanie Loncar

Adam Nicholl

.BTPO$PMFT

Marcia Fyson

Inga Jayasinghe

David Luffman

Lucy Norvill

Jill Gadsden

Ella Jeong

Quang Luu

)BN[B0OFS

3POJ$PMMZFS

Nick Galtieri

4IFSSZ $IBO +JBOH

Ky (Kate) Ly

Kimberley Ong

.JDIB$PVFMM

3BZNVO(IVNNBO

Wendy John

Brian Lynch

$ISJTUPQIFS0SS

Anthea Gibbons

&MJTIFWB+POFT3FTOJL

Kristy Major

Angela Panettieri

&MJ[B$SBJHJF

Kristen Gillies

Archana Kadam

Jimmy Mai

Ashu Parashar

+VEJUI$ZOHMFS

Jessica Glaser

Nooshin Karimi

Aouana Marzia

Eleftherios Patlamazoglou

Veronica Goldring

Suangi Karunaratne

Udeshi Mallawarachchi

$MBJSF1FEFSTFO

Liesel Gonzalves

Polly Kenna

Marie Mandicos

Lia Pedetti

Nam Dang

Samantha Graham

Aziz Khan

Melissa Masutti

Elizabeth Pedler

Skye Davey

Steven Groves

Ishfaq Khan

5FTT.D$BSUIZ

3ZBO1FSFJSB

Felipe Gutierrez

Muhammad Faheem Khan

Jeff McLean

Michael Pope

3JDIBSE%BZ

Sue Guzick

Lynn Khoo

Leah McMahon

Fay Powell

3JEEIJ%FTBJ

3JDIBSE)BCHPPE

Tom Kielczynski

Libby Meagher

Surya Prakash

5FSSZ)BMM

Gayoung Kim

$IVUJNB 5JNB .FMJB

Ann Quixley

Lancely Dimokari

4FCBTUJBO)BMTF

Sarah Klink

Shechinah Meerwald

4POBM3BVU

Lisa Do

)JMBSZ)BSMBOE

)FMFO,MVEU

Sachith Mendis

(SBIBN3IPEFT

.BSZ)BSNFS

Kamal Kola

Teresita Mina

)BSMFZ3JDIBSET

)FMFO%PXEFMM

7BJCIBW)BTTJKB

Ellie Kostoulas

Prativa Mishra

-VLF3JMFZ

Tim Dowdell

,BSFO)FOTDILF

Sophany Koy

Daniel Missen

4BSBI3PCFSUT

)BQQZ)FSBXBUJ

Paul Kurta

Maria Moffat

-BVSB3PCTPO

Justin Dunne

/PSNB)FSNBO

Michael Lafferty

Mike Moffat

"MJTPO3PHFST

Evana Durack

.BSDFMMF)FSNPO

Leanne Land

Melany Moore

4BSBI3PNFSP

-FF)JSTI

Peter Lambroglou

Annabel Morris

$MBSF3PTFS

)PB5IJ5IV$BP

"STIQSFFU$IBEIB

$SZTUBM$IPXO

.JUDIFMM$PMMJOT

"OUIPOZ$PXBO

)BOOB%BDK[FS
Elizabeth Daff

Toni Davidson

Barbara Dick

Laura Dockendorff

Mary-Jayne Drury

Sean Dwyer
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"CJHBJM3P[FOCFSH

Lakshmi Venkatasubramanian

.BVSFFO3VTTFMM

%BOJFMB7FZUJB$PSUFT

Shameema Saleem

Anna Vu

Joy Sanderson

Simon Wagstaff

)BOOBI4BOEWJL

Lori Walker

Lalita Saripalle

Tracey-Lee Walker

Manasa Saripalli

Jean Wallace

Janet Savage

Yao Wang

Paul Gleeson

$ISJTUJOF4DPUU

Olivia Wells

3FCFDDB,JOH

Kerrie Scott

4J2J $IFF 8FO

Bill Norris

Bonnie Shale

)BPZBOH8FOH

Yuxia (Bonnie) She

Frances Wheeler

)BNPVUBM 5BM 4JMWFSTUFJO

Tara Willis

Sarah Siran

Patricia Wilson

Jessica Smith

Sayema Withers

Justin Smyrk

Angus Wong

Natascha Somo

Jennifer Wong Angeles

Ashley Stephens

Sarah Woods

Aradhana Sud

Dongji (Shel) Wu

Deesha Sungilee

Sara Wurcker

Jacob Sutton

Mia Yao

)BOOBI4XBSU[

Jasmine Yeow

Paul Tan

Sangita Yeranajula

Jane Tandamrong

Kenneth Young

$FDJMJB5BOEPD

Emma Yue

$MBSB5BZMPS

Eric Zhang

Leesa Taylor

David Zulman

Desiree Temling

Wally Zylberberg

Priya Thomas
Gail Thomson
Mia Timpano
Steven Ting
$ISJT5SJOI
Brygida Trybala

board members
$ISJT"MMBO 1SFTJEFOU

during 2015 / 16, inclusion melbourne...

Eileen Armato

#PC$SPTUIXBJUF

supported

226

including 38 people
with intellectual disability

and worked alongside

to deliver

77

17,567

O F S U P P O R T,

of which

16,161

directly supported

people with
intellectual disability

COST
TO OPERATE PROGRAM

people with
intellectual disability

$203,521

VALUE

generated

Natasha Van Leeuwen

for the people we support

Shital Velamkar

at scheduled NDIS rates

Muktha Venkataraman

volunteers

HOURS

$ISJT$PVHIMBO

HOURS

Michael Brand

$908,839
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chief executive officer’s report
It is my pleasure to present my report for
the 2015 / 16 year. Over the past year the
organisation has continued to implement our
strategic plan, which is focused on four key
areas: preparing for the National Disability
Insurance Scheme; improving our organisational
performance; promoting good practices and
research that supports and enhances the lives of
people with intellectual disability; and building
the capabilities of the volunteers and staff.
This work continues, and over the past year
I am pleased that we have reached out to all
off the people we support and their families to
provide information on the NDIS and when it
will be implemented in their local area. Further,
we have hosted over two-dozen workshops for
families in understanding and preparing for the
NDIS. We are pleased that through this process
of supporting families to imagine better lives, and
of undertaking detailed pre-planning, they have
been able to accurately articulate their needs as
individuals and as a family. It is intended that in
line with the aspirations of the NDIS that these
people will begin to receive reasonable and
necessary supports based off this work, and at
the time of writing I am pleased to report that the
ﬁrst people we support and their families have
been able to secure plans that for the ﬁrst time
recognise their global needs.
I am also very proud of the work in launching
the Inclusion Designlab and Inclusion Training.
Together with our core business of supporting
people to imagine better lives and developing
lives of distinction within the local community,
these new arms will support and learn from our
sixty-ﬁve years of dreaming of better lives for
people. The role of Inclusion Designlab is to
pursue answers to the questions raised by the
hundred people we support and their families
BOEDBSFST2VFTUJPOTTVDIBTŌ)PXEP*WPUF ōPS
Ō8IFSFEP*HPUPHFUIFMQGPSNZUFFUI ōPSō)PX
can I participate on my local council’s Disability
"EWJTPSZ$PNNJUUFF ō5ISPVHIQBSUOFSJOHXJUI
philanthropic foundations we can commit the
time and effort to develop resources and training

that not only beneﬁt the people we support, but
also other people with intellectual disability and
their families and carers. Evidence of our work
is beginning to mount, with materials developed
by the Designlab being sold and adapted for use
in Western Australia and Queensland. Likewise,
electing to use the name Inclusion Training for
the delivery of nationally accredited training as
B3FHJTUFSFE5SBJOJOH0SHBOJTBUJPOWFSZDMFBSMZ
states our intentions to provide people with
intellectual disability with every opportunity to
become valued members of their community.
Over time, both services will grow and broaden
their reach.
None of this work is possible without the support
of a dedicated team. I am always indebted to
our management team, who ensure that our
organisational values are reﬂected in every
action that we take. I am also energised at the
tremendous contributions of our board and
volunteers, who collectively have donated many
thousands of hours this year to improve the lives
of the people we support, and ﬁnally, to all of
our staff, some of whom have celebrated twenty
years with the organisation – at a time when
attention spans are measured in minutes, the
dedication of staff being measured in decades in
priceless.

Daniel
Leighton
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partners and supporters
Inclusion Melbourne would like to acknowledge and thank all of our donors and ﬁnancial supporters.
Without your help, Inclusion Melbourne would be unable to deliver our life changing work to the
people we support. Inclusion Melbourne would also like to acknowledge and thank the many
local businesses and community organisations who have chosen to become a partner in inclusion,
supporting a person to participate as a citizen in their local community.

government partners

2016 impact report 15

community partners

Staff
Foundation
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treasurer’s report
It’s my pleasure to present the treasurer’s
report for 2015-2016. Inclusion Melbourne
has reported a surplus from our operations of
$43,193 which reﬂects continued improvement
and a focus on ensuring the ﬁnancial health
of the organisation. This result was achieved
via careful oversight and management of our
budget and I would like to thank my colleagues
on the Finance, Audit & Investment committee
PGUIFCPBSEBTXFMMBTPVS$IJFG&YFDVUJWF
Officer, Daniel Leighton and Finance Manager
in achieving this result, which was ahead of our
budget target.
The NDIS is almost upon us and the
organisation continues to adapt to a new
market environment, with signiﬁcant work
being undertaken to develop and implement
an accurate costing methodology. Inclusion
.FMCPVSOFJTVUJMJTJOHUIF/%4$VSUJO6OJWFSTJUZ
$PTUJOHBOE1SJDJOHUPPM BOEXJUIUIFBTTJTUBODF
PGUIF(MPCBM$POTVMUJOH(SPVQJTSFţOJOHUIF
data so as to assist management and the board
to be able to make informed decisions about
future service and strategic directions.
Some key ﬁnancial highlights during the past
year have been:
Ŕ

Ŕ

Ŕ

Ŕ

The ﬁrst sales of resources and
training developed by the Inclusion
Designlab, our new in- house research,
development and innovation arm
The receipt of over $150,000 in
philanthropic support, largely supporting
the project work of the Inclusion
Designlab
4VQQPSUGSPNUIF$PNNPOXFBMUI
Government to continue to retroﬁt our
premises with energy saving technology
so as to provide reduced operating
expenditure
$POUJOVFEHSPXUIJO*ODMVTJPO5SBJOJOH 
PVS3FHJTUFSFE5SBJOJOH0SHBOJTBUJPO 
which has increased its income by 112%
in the past 3 years.

statement of comprehensive income for the year ended 30 June 2015
In closing, I would like to acknowledge
the tremendous work of our ﬁnance and
BENJOJTUSBUJPOUFBNPG-VDZ "MBOOBI )BOOB 
Bonnie and led by Kate Langford for making
this past year a successful one. I would also
like to pay a special acknowledgement and
thanks to our administration volunteers Sachith
.FOEJT 'SBODFT8IFFMFSBOE)FBUIFS-JUUMF
for their valued contribution and continued
support of Inclusion Melbourne.

2015
2,293,585

individual support packages and
government contracts

2016
2,629,459

658,307

donations and contributions from
philanthropic organisations

586,005

430,242

service user contributions

233,906

16,702

Michael Brand

INCOME $

200

interest received

11,354

proﬁt on sale of assets

36,285

other income

3,435,321

2015

330
52,025
3,513,079

EXPENDITURE $

2016

159,844

building and property

22,626

housekeeping expenses

21,782

285,111

administration and project expenses

242,231

16,765

staff training and public relations

29,744

710,062
2,178,082
53,204
2,162

program funding
salaries
transport

7,465
7,465

690,233
2,318,168
27,241

sundry expenses

3,427,856

2015

140,487

3,469,886

TOTAL $
Surplus/(Loss) before income tax
Income tax expense
Surplus/(Loss) from operations

2016
43,193
43,193
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our staff
We would like to thank and acknowledge all of the staff who worked with Inclusion Melbourne
over the past year.

administration
Alannah Smith

Office Manager

Bonnie She

Finance Officer

Daniel Leighton *
)BOOB%BKD[FS

Chief Executive Officer
Administration Officer

Kate Langford

Finance Manager

Kathy Lewer *

Manager,
People, Performance & Culture

Lucy Norvill

Quality Officer

personalised supports
Alicia Barber

Support Professional

Jack Kim *

Support Professional

Ashvi Kothandaraman

Support Professional

$BSNJOF-BHIJ



Manager
Personalised Supports

Suzanne Lau Gooey

Support Professional

Autumn Leary

Support Professional

Eric Lebon *

Support Professional

Maria Light

Support Professional

Lauren Mandel

Support Coordinator

Pamela Marshall

Support Professional

Janna McKittrick **

Support Coordinator

Karyn Nikora

Support Coordinator

Stella Prideaux

Support Professional

4VF3FBENBO

Support Professional
Support Professional

Sharyn Beard

Support Professional

.JDIBFMB3PQFS

Nicolas Bolger

Support Professional

.BSHBSFU3PTFM

Tali Brash

Support Professional

3FCFDDB3ZBO

,VSU$IV 

Support Professional

)BZMFZ4FO

Support Coordinator

Bianca Davis-King

Support Professional

Tanjiv Singh

Support Professional

Lisa Do

Support Professional

Monika Sowunmi

Support Professional

Paul Fawdon

Support Coordinator

Tin Van Tin

Support Professional

Serena Ferraro ***

Support Coordinator

Dianne Trevaskis ***

Support Professional

Anna Forbes

Support Professional

Brygida Trybala *

Support Professional

$MBJSF'PSCFT

Support Professional

Erin Watson

Support Professional

Jillian Gadsden **

Support Professional

Patricia Wilson *

Support Coordinator

Katy Gagliardi

Support Professional

John Ziino

Support Professional

Vilda Gopal *

Support Professional

3PCZO(SBZ



Support Professional


Support Coordinator

inclusion training
Anisha Baveja

Support Professional

Lisa Buchner
-FPOBSE$IV 

Trainer & Assessor
Support Professional

$BSMPEF#POP

Trainer &Assessor

Karen Eadie

Trainer & Assessor

-J[)VOOFLFOT Trainer & Support Professional
)FJEJ,BTQFS

Trainer & Assessor

Leanne Land

Support Professional

Susan Petterson

Support Professional

Judith Price

Manager, Inclusion Training

Leyla Sirin

Support Professional

Natascha Somo

Support Professional

$BSPM5SPJB

Trainer & Assessor

inclusion designlab
Francesca Davidson
Nathan Despott *

Communication &
Grants Officer
Manager, Designlab

Paul Matley

Project Officer

Alice Nicholas

Project Officer

3BDIFM1BUFSTPO

Grants Officer

*

denotes 5+ years of employment

**

denotes 10+ years of employment

*** denotes 15+ years of employment

Support Coordinator

Fiona Gur

Support Professional

Susan Guzick

Support Professional

.BUUIFX)BSUJHBO 

Support Professional

/JDPMB)BZFT

Support Professional

,BSFO)FOTDILF 

Support Professional

Sheila Kennedy *

Support Professional

Eva Kesser

Support Professional

volunteering
Tess Lynch *
Nicola Kolb
-PSSBJOF3BTLJO

Manager, Volunteers
Friendly Visitor Coordinator
Leisure Buddies Coordinator

+BDRVFMJOF3PCJOTPO 

Trainer

Michelle Wilcox

Trainer

Carmine Laghi, Manager Personalised Supports
who this year has celebrated 21 years
with Inclusion Melbourne.

4VUIFSMBOE3PBE"SNBEBMF7*$
T. 03 9509 4266

E. includeme@inclusion.melbourne

W. inclusion.melbourne W. inclusiontraining.org.au
Inclusion Melbourne Inc.

W. inclusiondesignlab.org.au
InclusionMelb

ABN: 67 568 450 949 TOID: 6406

